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Jargranjosh.com has arranged UGC NET June 2013: Question Papers with Answer Keys to make available to the candidates who could not appear the exam. University Grants Commission organized the ...
UGC NET June 2013: Question Papers with Answer Keys: Women's Studies III
Variability of thinness and its relation to cardiometabolic risk factors using four body mass index references in school children from Delhi, India. Indian Pediatr. 2013;50:1025–32. Ministry of ...
Intraindividual double-burden of anthropometric undernutrition and “metabolic obesity” in Indian children: a paradox that needs action
Right now we are just focusing on surviving this with whatever resources we can scramble together.” India is reeling from a second wave of the pandemic that has been spreading with dizzying speed, ...
'How Can Modi Be Forgiven?' India's COVID-19 Crisis May Be Turning the Middle Class Against the Prime Minister
Paul Flores, the California man charged earlier this month in connection to the 1996 disappearance of Kristin Smart, was accused of sexually assaulting several women in the years after the Cal Poly ...
Kristin Smart suspect accused of sexually assaulting women in years since student’s disappearance: report
It was not uncommon to hear news about successful placements via the many polytechnic colleges ... improvement,” the paper noted. Between 2004 and 2012-2013, when the terms of trade shifted ...
Despite the ‘Make in India’ push, the share of manufacturing sector in the GDP has stayed stagnant
The man charged with murdering Kristin Smart nearly 25 years ago was accused of sexually assault in three separate cases, including one in which his DNA matched a rape kit sample, in the years ...
Kristin Smart murder suspect was accused of sexually assaulting others
The management of Ansal Plaza is planning a grand re-launch of Delhi’s first mall in a hope to bring back shoppers to the centre that once used to buzz with activity. “We have made an ...
Ansal Plaza, Delhi’s first shopping mall, to get a makeover
The last year was particularly challenging for newly minted college presidents, who set aside long-term visions to rally around a common goal: get through the pandemic. State officials in Michigan ...
Inside Higher Ed's News
According to a Unesco-Unicef report, Social Inclusion of Internal Migrants in India, 2013, maternal and child health indicators of migrant women remain poor and many of them are vulnerable to sexual ...
Other women: India's migrant workers
New Delhi, May 4 (PTI) Drug firm Bajaj Healthcare on Tuesday announced the launch of its antiviral Favipiravir tablets under the brand name 'Favijaj' used for the treatment of mild to moderate ...
Bajaj Healthcare launches generic favipiravir tablets for COVID-19 treatment
New Delhi, May 1 (PTI) Bajaj Electricals on Saturday said it has bought the remaining stakes of Starlite Lighting Ltd for a cash consideration of around Rs 60 crore from its promoters. Bajaj ...
Bajaj Electricals fully acquires JV firm Starlite Lighting
NEW DELHI – India’s first artificial intelligence ... the facility is run by an AI-system using computer vision technology and a paper-free backend for processing mass volumes of international ...
India’s First AI-based Covid Testing Facility at IGI Airport to Test Hundreds in Minutes
The German Air Force's Airbus A350-900 took off from Cologne and was expected to land in New Delhi around 1630 GMT. The shipment will be followed by two more planes bringing a mobile oxygen production ...
Germany sends ventilators to India
Chandigarh, March 23 Perhaps in a first-of-its-kind order, the Punjab Technical Education Department has directed a private polytechnic in Amritsar to refund excess fee charged from at least 120 ...
Pvt polytechnic told to refund excess fee
This paper develops a novel bottom-up plus top-down ... number of workers in these two data sources. The Economic Census 2013/14 32 was used to calculate the weighting factors because it covered ...
All urban areas’ energy use data across 640 districts in India for the year 2011
Newark, NJ, May 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- As per the report published by Fior Markets, the global oxymeter market is expected to grow from USD 2.16 billion in 2020 to USD 3.68 billion by 2028, at a ...
Global Oxymeter Market Is Expected to Reach USD 3.68 Billion by 2028 : Fior Markets
The State government sanctioned Rs 48.77 crore to OSCB in 2013-14 and 2014-15 for computerisation ... On verification of four out of nine sample districts revealed that computer system has been ...
Financial frauds galore in PACS: CAG
PATNA: The New Government Polytechnic technical institute in Patna and the Wabtec Corporation on Wednesday inked an MoU to set up a Centre of Excellence to establish welding technology in the state.
Patna's New Government Polytechnic inks MoU with Wabtec Corporation
New York, NY, April 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Facts and Factors have published a new research report titled “Pulp Market By Type (Mechanical Pulp, Chemical Pulp, and Others), By Application ...
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